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Tahiti Island

Tahiti is the main island and population centre of French Polynesia; its name, however, is commonly used to
describe the entire group. Tahiti Island is almost 1000 sq. km in size and is larger than all of its neighbouring
Society Islands put together. It combines two shield volcanoes joined by a narrow isthmus - Tahiti-Nui is the larger
most populated portion and takes about 6 hours to circumnavigate by car whilst Tahiti-Iti is quite wild and sparsely
inhabited. Tahiti offers lovely coastal scenery, high mountains with tropical rain forests, and some of the best
hiking and surfing in the South Pacific. However, lacking decent beaches, it is mostly neglected by tourism with the
large airport hotels catering to tourists in transit to other islands. The capital Papeete, and the international airport
are located on the north west tip of the island facing Moorea.

Papeete Town lies on the north-west coast of Tahiti on a small harbour backed by rolling hills. Papeete is a rather
congested town with a population of over 100,000 people. The town has a distinct French flavour, there are
exciting nightclubs, lovely cafes and the delightful nightly les roulettes takes over the waterfront car park
overlooking the harbour where all types are food are cooked from temporary vans and laid out on make shift
plastic tables.

There is little tourist interest in Papeete except for the huge market which has a good selection of handicrafts from
around the islands, perfumes, oils, flowers, island style clothes as well a few small restaurants upstairs serving
fresh raw tuna. Of the more picturesque buildings, the Catholic Cathedral in the heart of town and Paofai Church
on the waterfront east of the town centre are the most appealing. Other interesting things to do include a unique
Pearl Museum and a stroll along the harbour. The pick of the town's hotels is Le Mandarin, situated in the heart of
downtown close to the market with lovely views over the hills and Town Hall. A cheaper option is Hotel Prince Hinoi
a little closer to the harbour and on the corner of a rather noisy street with rowdy bars and nightclubs. On the
south side of town, about a 20-minute walk to downtown is the Sheraton Hotel but there is no beach here.

The large beach resorts are found 8km south of Papeete Town just beyond the airport where there are several
small beaches, but nothing resembling the tourist brochures. There are however excellent views overlooking
Moorea Island in the distance which is perfectly silhouetted by the setting sun. The most beautiful of these is the
imposing Intercontinental Hotel set in large landscaped grounds. There are two swimming pools here, one which
forms a sand island from which protrudes overwater bungalows. The hotel puts on the best Tahitian dance show
and feast twice a week. On the adjacent bay is the rather less impressive but more affordable Sofitel Maeva with
its bland 4 story block of rooms. The beach here has good swimming although at times the bay can be stagnated
with seaweed. A few kilometres north of downtown Papeete set in large landscaped grounds alongside a black
sand beach is the rather dated but excellent value Royal Tahitien Hotel.

The main concentration of population is along the sunny west coast where there are lots of residential properties
blocking access to the beach front. This heavily populated area has terrible traffic congestion during the morning
and evening rush hours all the way to Paea Village - it can literally take an hour to travel just one mile! The most
accessible beach is at Punaauia where the fine white sand makes a picturesque setting looking down the coast and
over to Moorea Island. One of the few budget beach resorts with dormitory beds is located here, Pension Armelle
which offers basic rooms with shared bathrooms. At the northern end of the beach is the grand Le Meridien Hotel
with its huge swimming pool built on an ancient burial site. About 5 km to the south, just beyond the bustle of
Paea Village, is a beautifully reconstructed marae at Arahurahu which makes for the spectacular setting for several
cultural performances. You can stay close by in Paea Village at Relais Fenua, a small family run guesthouse about
a 5 minute walk to the local beach with lovely mountains as a backdrop.

The south coast of Tahiti is rather featureless, with few attractions except the popular Gauguin Museum, The Fern
Grotto and the scenic golf course at Atimaono. However, the mountain scenery from the coastal road is attractive,
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with the best views at Papara Village where there's also an impressive black sand beach with some of the best
southern surfing in Tahiti (May to November). You can stay on the coast here at Pension Hiti Moana which has a
small swimming pool and good swimming offshore but no beach. At the far end of the south coast at Papeari is an
inland 4WD track that winds up the mountain through a tunnel to Lake Vaihira and across the pass to the north
side of the island. This is a wonderful experience and several companies offer day tour excursions taking in
mountain panoramas, waterfalls and ancient marae. The more adventurous can stay in the mountains at Relais de
la Maroto. The east coast of Tahiti Nui, beyond the isthmus that joins with Tahiti Iti, is the tropical wet side of the
island with lush vegetation coming right to the roadside and several lovely waterfalls.

The north coast of Tahiti has the islands' best mountain scenery and a few noteworthy scenic attractions. Here too
are several picturesque black sand beaches with excellent surfing from the busy beach at Papanoo and the quieter
location of Tiarei further along the coast. At Arahoho Blowhole there's a large car park usually full of tourist
coaches, and small stalls touting tourist souvenirs. A road from here leads a few kilometres inland to the three
waterfalls of Faarumai. The furthest is a twenty minute walk from the car park and these are at their most
spectacular during the rainy months of Dec to May. In the height of the dry season the waterfalls shrink to a
trickle. Twenty kilometres before reaching Papeete, the inland road from Papenoo offers lovely mountain scenery
and is the venue for several 4WD day tours, walking tours and horse back excursions. This is the same road
traverses the island to the south coast via Lake Vaihira. The last main attraction along the north coast is at Point
Venus, a stunning lookout over tranquil Matavai Bay and back towards Papeete just 7km in the distance. You can
stay on the silvery beach below Point Venus at the modern Radisson Tahiti. The bay here has excellent swimming,
is good for watersports and you can sometimes spot dolphins in the water.

Tahiti-Iti, the isolated land mass at the eastern end of Tahiti is very rural with some attractive Polynesian style
villages and a few small beaches on its south coast. Hiking trails are excellent on both the south and north coast
and the coastal road passes some of the country's most outstanding scenery making this a must for those who like
exploring.

The road around Tahiti Iti's north coast winds along the coastline with nice views. The road ends at the tranquil
Tautira Village which has spectacular mountain views and a nice beach where village kids spend their days
splashing around in the water. From Tautira you can take the 15-km walking track along the stunning Pari Coast
where you can see petroglyphs and sacred marae along the way. Another road from the north coast heads inland
climbing the gentle cattle grazing hills. From the summit of Vaifaufa are stunning views of both Tahiti Iti and Tahiti
Nui, seen at its best for sunrise and sunset.

The south coast road on Tahiti Iti runs for 17km to Teahupoo before it too is halted by the rugged mountains.
There's a nice beach at Toouo where locals catch fish with spears in the bay. There's a picturesque village at
Vairao and you can stay nearby at Pension Chayan hidden along the coast amongst tropical forests. This makes an
ideal base to explore the remote Vaipoiri Coast beyond the road and to surf the monster waves at Teahupoo.
Another option is to stay at the budget Pension Bonjouir which has dormitory beds and camping and is accessible
only by boat beyond the coastal road close to Teauhupoo.

Moorea Island

Moorea Island lies just 18km west from Papeete and is clearly visible from the west coast of Tahiti. This ancient
volcanic island covered in rich tropical rainforest with deep bays and razor back mountains offers some of the best
sightseeing opportunities in the South Pacific. Getting to Moorea is easy - there are 10 ferry crossings from
Papeete every day, taking under one hour with departures commencing from 6am. There are also hourly flights
from Faa'a Airport which take less than 10 minutes. With such easy access, nice beaches and beautiful scenery, it
is no wonder that Moorea is the most popular holiday destination in Tahiti with four large hotel chains, a dozen
small hotels, over twenty private guesthouses and several backpacker hostels and camping grounds.

All tourists arrive on the north east coast of Moorea, the side facing Tahiti Island. The ferry terminal is at Vaiare
Bay, opposite the large marina, the busiest of Moorea's towns and close to the islands longest stretch of beach
that starts at Teavaro and extends all the way along the north east coast beyond the airport. The large Ia Orana
Resort sits in the heart of the beach, set in wonderful landscaped gardens with bungalows well spaced apart. North
of Ia Orana is the public access beach which has good swimming. There are a couple of lovely Pensions beyond
Temae Point alongside Maeva Beach tucked behind the airport including the budget Fare Maeva and the
delightfully decorated rooms at La Baie Nuarai which has wonderful views along the east coast from its beach
front. However, both these accommodations (particularly the latter) suffer from airport noise which runs
throughout the day starting from 6.30am. For those on a budget and prepared for the disturbance, this part of the
island is one of the most picturesque and least commercial on Moorea and there's good snorkelling offshore and a
long right surfing passage. The views looking back to Tahiti over the are stunning.

The north coast of Moorea is punctuated by two deep and spectacular bays: Cooks Bay and Opunohu Bay (the
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latter is where Captain Cook actually anchored). The panoramas of both bays are exceptional and should be
viewed not only along the coastal road, but from the water as well as from above. The 900 metre high Mt. Rotui
separates the two bays and the steep trail to the summit can be climbed for stunning views but most tourists opt
for the easy option - by taking the winding road to the Belvedere Lookout in the heart of Moorea and overlooking
not only Mt. Rotui but the two bays as well. Along the way are several interesting marae, notably the restored
Marae Titiroa which encompasses many temples and sacred sites. There are well marked trails meandering around
the marae and you can take a guided tour with good explanations of the islands history.

At the base of the Belvedere is the delightful Opunohu Valley, an area rich in agriculture and with walking trails
and horse riding. One of Moorea's most peaceful accommodations is located in the heart of this valley: Village
Temanoha offers private bungalows, a swimming pool, landscaped gardens full of fruit trees and stunning
mountain views - a real gem.

Three luxury resorts are found along the north coast: The Pearl Resort is located on a small beach front between
the airport and Cooks Bay; The Sheraton Resort sits on a lovely beach between Cooks Bay and Opunohu Bay; and
Hotel Intercontinental, with its man made lagoonarium and Dolphin Quest is located west of Opunohu Bay close to
Hauru Beach on the north west tip of the island. Other accommodation options along the north coast include
popular Hotel Kaveka which sits in the heart of Cooks Bay overlooking the water and mountains; Pension Motu Iti
offering rather cramped bungalows right on the waters edge; and the delightful Fare Vaihere located on the north
western point of Opunohu Bay alongside a small beach with spectacular coral reefs right off the beach. The north
coast also has several old fishing villages including Papetoai which boasts the oldest building in the South Pacific
which is still in use - the Protestant church here was built in 1822 by one of the first missionaries to settle in the
South Seas on an ancient temple site and its original foundations still exist.

The north west coast of Moorea has the most concentrated tourist strip alongside Hauru Beach. Here, the offshore
islands of Fareone and Tiahura form a shallow protected lagoon which is ideal for water sports. You can stay on
these offshore islands (only 3 minutes by boat) at either Dream Island or Villa Carolina but "trespasses" from
Hauru are unceremoniously chased away. The beach at Hauru is pretty but is very narrow and at high tide the sea
reaches the sea wall that protects the line of hotels and guesthouses here. The beach at Hauru is public access but
because the coast here is so built up it can be difficult to get to. Of the accommodation, Fare Vai Moana has the
most spacious grounds and offers 13 thatch bungalows. A lot more cramped is the adjacent Hotel Hibiscus with 29
bungalows, 11 hotel rooms and a small swimming pool, although the beach front restaurant serves great food.
Also sharing the same beach is Les Tipaniers, another small hotel offering 22 bungalows and a nice beach front
restaurant. Hauru has a small modern shopping area with supermarket, bank and several restaurants. There are
also several backpacker hostels at the southern end of Hauru with camping.

Ten minutes drive south of Hauru Beach is the popular Tiki Village cultural centre, with replica temples and
houses, handicraft displays, tattooing demonstrations and traditional dances. All good fun for a light half day
outing. Heading south along the quiet south western coast, the mountain scenery once again becomes spectacular
and culminates in the gorgeous coastal setting of Atiha bay. There are several small beach properties here
including Pension Linereva as well as the small settlement of Haapiti which has a large attractive catholic church
built in 1891.

The south east coast is also very quiet with virtually no beaches and no tourist accommodation. At Afareaitu, the
administrative centre of Moorea, a walking tracks leads inland to pretty Atiraa Waterfall and takes about 30
minutes. Uninhabited Motu Ahi lies offshore from town.

There's lots of activities around Moorea from cruises around the bays and coast to 4WD tours of the interior.
Moorea has a well developed tourist infrastructure - there are plenty of car hire companies at the wharf and
airport, lots of restaurants around the coast, shopping centres and gift and boutique shops for browsing.

Bora Bora Island

The Lagoon island of Bora Bora is recognised by many as one of the most beautiful spots on earth. Others, let
down by its rather false and commercial aspect, claim it is polluted and vastly over rated. The truth lies
somewhere in between and depends entirely what you are looking for: if its a luxury resort with stunning views, a
tranquil lagoon, snorkelling and lots of marine life then Bora Bora may seem perfect. However, if you are
expecting the Bora of old, of fishing villages and simple lifestyles, of a quiet retreat away from the fast pace of
modern life, then you may well be disappointed.

The main island of Bora Bora rises sharply from the turquoise lagoon with its recognisable flat top peak and craggy
points covered in tropical forest. Visually, the setting is nothing but spectacular. Around the outer edge of the
lagoon is a fringing reef with a string of low lying coral atolls (motu) protecting the north and west side of the
island. The main island can be easily explored from the 32km coastal road that circumnavigates the island.
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The main town of Bora Bora is at Vaitape on the west coast. Here you'll find a few shops, a large market selling
tourist souvenirs of all sorts and the main wharf where small boats shuttle to and forth between the offshore
islands and visiting cruise ships. Apart from a few budget hostels (the only ones on Bora) and several cheap
restaurants, there's little to keep you in town. A rough trail leads from the south side of town to the summit of Mt.
Pahia which, at 661metres high, is the highest point on Bora. However, the best views of the island are from one
of the ten American WW11 guns that are scattered around the island, most of which are easily assessable and
within a 20-minute hike from the main road. The best of these are just north of Vaitape close to the islands
premier dive resort, Top Dive Resort, and at Fituiu Point on the eastern side of Bora. This stretch of coastline north
of Vaitape and along the entire east coast is mostly rocky and has several ancient marae along the coast.

Matira Point on the southern tip of Bora is the main centre of tourism and has the only stretch of picturesque white
sand beaches on the main island. Naturally, there is a continuous line of resorts and guesthouses extending either
side of Matira. The most elegant of these is the Intercontinental Hotel which has private beach access at the very
southern point of Matira. The lagoon here is extremely shallow, and the overwater bungalows that extend out into
the water look spectacular against the turquoise water. However, the lagoon is too shallow for swimming from the
beach although there's reasonable snorkelling further out. The beach extends along the east coast of Matira Point
for a kilometre with the recently refurbished Sofitel Marara enjoying the best of the beach front. Directly across
the lagoon is the small hilly island of Motu Piti with its more luxurious sister property, Sofitel Motu occupying the
island. There are nice walks in the hills with great views looking back across the shallow lagoon to Matira Point.
Back on the main island, and further along Matira Point from the Sofitel is the good value Maitai Polynesia with a
range of accommodation including bungalows on the beach and hotel rooms across the road in the hills. On the
west side of Matira Point is the public access Matira Beach which gets busy at weekends and school holidays. You
can rent kayaks here, or take water skiing or tube rides in the water. The lagoon here is a little deeper making it
much better for swimming. At the far end of the Matira Beach is the Hotel Matira, behind which you can climb the
hill to the American Guns for a good view. The snorkelling off the northern point of Matira is amongst the best in
the island.

North of Matira Beach along the east coast is the islands only other decent stretch of sandy beach alongside Pofai
Bay. This crescent shaped bay is one half of the collapsed volcanic crater and here are some of the best
panoramas of Bora's magnificent hills. Just north of the famous Bloody Mary's restaurant is a steep 10-minute
track leading to a radio tower, from which splendid views of the southern coast can be seen. Pofai Bay is far less
commercial than Matira with only a few guesthouses, the pick being the affordable Temanuata Village in a small
landscaped garden across the road from the beach. From the northern end of Povai Bay, its a 10-minute drive
back to Vaitape Town.

The beauty of Bora Bora is best viewed from afar, and for this reason the most spectacular views with the nicest
palm fringed beaches is on the offshore islands. There are plenty of day cruises taking in the stunning scenery
around the lagoon which invariably include a lunch on one of the motu and a snorkel amongst thousands of
colourful reef fish. If you don't see reef sharks, manta rays and mooray eels you are unlucky. Dolphins can also be
spotted around Te Ava Nui Pass on the west coast of the lagoon. There are also several exceptional dive sites on
the outer reef making Bora Bora one of the best scuba diving destinations in the South Pacific.

To take in this splendid scenery it is best, if finances permit, to stay on one of the luxury resorts located on the
motu, preferably in an over water bungalows extending out into the lagoon. The largest of the offshore islands is
Toopua which in fact marks the western side of the collapsed crater attached to the main island. Here are some of
the best snorkelling reefs in Tahiti. On the northern tip of the island is the lovely setting of Bora Bora Lagoon
Resort which has unparalleled views from its restaurant and overwater bungalows looking back to the mountains
of Bora Bora. Off the southern tip of the island is Motu Toopua Iti which boasts one of the finest white sandy
beaches in French Polynesia - you can stay at the luxury Bora Bora Nui Resort in overwater bungalows or splendid
hillside villas with exceptional views looking out to the open ocean. A short walk to the hill above the hillside
bungalows leads to a fantastic panorama looking back towards the mountains of Bora Bora.

Off the north side of Bora are a string of tiny islands sandwiched between Tevarioa, location of the Pearl Beach
Resort, and Motu Mute, location of the airport. These islands are popular amongst day trippers and there's good
snorkelling. If you are looking for an island to yourself, try Private Island Lodge which has a small narrow beach
and access across the lagoon to a lovely swimming and snorkelling beach. Extending south from the airport along
Bora's eastern reef is an almost continuous stretch of long thin and flat islands that flank the entire east side of
the island. Here you'll find the longest stretches of beaches where you can walk for miles alongside the sandy
shoreline backed by palm trees. There are several large resorts on these islands including the delightful Le
Meridien Resort which sits on a small bay surrounded by beach front and looking out onto almost 100
over-the-water bungalows. The bay acts as natural lagoonarium full of reef fish and sea turtles and you can watch
them feed from the resorts' restaurant, or snorkel amongst them. On the adjacent island is a popular tourist site,
The Lagoonarium, where Manta Rays, Sting Rays and Eagle Rays are bred, reared and released back into the
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ocean at maturity. You can swim with the Rays, and even touch them.

Othr Society Islands

Huahine Island
Just 170km north west of Papeete, Huahine is the most traditional of the Society Islands with a large Polynesian
population numbering about 5,500. Life here is truly laid back with only a couple of small beach resorts and gentle
mountains, villages and over 50 excavated marae sites to explore. However, with few beaches to boast of, tourism
here remains undeveloped.

The main attraction of Huahine is the delightful seaside town of Fare. The town exudes French charm with small
patisserie, quaint restaurants and locals playing petanque on the foreshore. A small beach extends north of Fare
Town and the harbour wall here makes a good afternoon stroll. The deep harbour has splendid views of the
surrounding mountains and locals can usually be seen training for outrigger canoe racing which is a major sport
here. The harbour has two passes which offer excellent surfing with both lefts and rights and can be viewed from
the restaurant at Chez Guynette, one of several budget accommodations in town. The surrounding forests can be
explored by horseback from the premier riding stable in Tahiti, Le Petit Ferme. Nearby, and set slightly inland from
town, is the quiet Pension Vanille which offers a family-run bungalows and swimming pool.

North of Fare is one of the most interesting and rich archaeological areas in the South Pacific. Huahine was once a
fiercely independent state and the high chiefs from the island each had a stone temple dedicated to its family. The
stone marae can still be seen today scattered along the southern shoreline of Lake Fauna which incorporates most
of the north coast, and ancient fish traps can be seen within the lake. There's a large reconstructed traditional
house at one of the more impressive marae which acts as a museum for the local artefacts. There's a pleasant
beach alongside Huahine airport which is wedged between the lake and the north coast - for those wishing to
explore this area you can stay at the quiet Fare Maeva, a small family run guesthouse on the beach front.

South of Fare in one of several large coastal areas with no road access is the delightful beach setting of the
up-market Te Tiare Beach Resort. Set along a mountainous coastline, access to the resort is by a 20-minute boat
ride from Fare Town, Close to the resort are several excellent surfing breaks. Huahine is split into two halves, with
the connecting land bridge a little south of Te Tiare. Like Huahine Nui, the larger northern half, Huahine Iti to the
south is mountainous and mostly inaccessible except for a coastal road that meanders around its rocky coastline
indented by deep bays. At the southern tip of the island is a small beach area with a couple of small hotels
including Hotel Mahana which offers standard A frame bungalows alongside a pleasant swimming beach and Relais
Maurii which offers delightful hand crafted wooden bungalows but has a tiny beach that disappears at high tide.
The lagoon here however has a sandy bottom making it good for swimming and water sports including kite surfing,
sailing and wind surfing.

Raiatea & Tahaa
The twin islands of Tahaa and Raiatea are rich tropical islands with inaccessible valleys and deep bays making it an
exceptional sailing destination. The twin islands sharing a common lagoon lie in the heart of the Society Islands
just east of Bora Bora and although in size are the second largest islands of the group, few tourists visit except for
those who stay on the fabulous Tahaa Resort where gorgeous beaches can be found on the small motu islands off
the north coast.

Raiatea is the second largest island in the Society Group with a population of over 10,000. The island has steep
mountains rising from its beach-less coast and takes about three hours to circumnavigate by car. Most of the
islands population live on the north coast around the town of Uturoa, the second largest in French Polynesia with
Chinese shops, a colourful market and a busy port. Behind town is Mt. Tapio which offers the islands only easy
access walking track and lovely views from the top. A short half hour walk to the summit originates from town or
for the more adventurous there's a walking trail meandering around the hills which takes about 3 hours. The north
coast is also where the islands few hotels are located. Along the north east coast, 5-minutes beyond town, is the
Hawaiki Nui Resort, a mid-range resort with rooms and bungalows squashed together on a small strip of land
facing tiny motu taoru and with the magnificent 800 metre high Temahani Plateau as a backdrop. Although there
is no beach at the resort, guests are ferried back and forth to the motu where there is fine sand, palm trees and
good snorkelling. This is also a good place to learn scuba diving with lots of marine life. Experienced divers can see
a host of sharks and manta rays a little further south at Teavarua Pass. On the north western tip of Raiatea, just
beyond the airport, are two smaller hotels. Adjacent to the large Apooti Marina is Sunset Beach Motel, a collection
of 12 A frame bungalows lining the narrow sandy beach - one of the few on Raiatea. There's good swimming here
and the coast can be explored by kayak. About 20 minutes further down the west coast is Hotel Tenape, a quaint
plantation style house converted into a private hotel with 16 rooms and six bungalows. The grounds here are very
spacious but the property is located on the mountain side of the road and there's no beach here - a pontoon
extends over the lagoon to deeper water where there's good snorkelling. However, the attraction of staying at any
of these northern hotels is easy to take a day cruise around the stunning Tahaa Island which lies across the
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lagoon.

The main island of Tahaa has gentle hills covered in vanilla plantations, a beach-less coastline and is even quieter
than Raiatea. What makes the island so appealing is the gorgeous uninhabited motu off the north coast and its
four deep bays that cut right into the island. Largest of these is Hamene Bay that almost cuts the island into two.
Near the mouth of the bay is Hotel Hibiscus, one of a handful of small locally owned guesthouses on the island. At
the very end of the bay is the village of Haamene, one of eight small fishing villages around the island. From
Haamene, roads head off in four directions around the island although there is virtually no traffic and no public
transport. Most locals get to and fro on fishing boats. There's a lovely 7km walking track that passes over valleys
and vanilla plantations to Patio, the small administrative town on the north coast. From Patio, its a 10-minute boat
ride to the offshore motu and you can hire a fishing boat and explore the islands.

The best of Tahaa's accommodation is found here including Tahaa Pearl Resort, the most luxurious resort in French
Polynesia. The 48 sublime over water bungalows extend out over the turquoise lagoon and some have views to
Bora Bora which lies on the horizon. Guests can take helicopter transfers between here and Bora Bora, or
sightseeing day trips. At the southern end of the motu islands is Vahine Island Resort, a tiny private island with
only nine bungalows. The beach here isn't as nice, but snorkelling and swimming is good and there are plenty of
delightful beaches to visit on nearby islands. The most affordable of the motu resorts is La Pirogue which offers
eight bungalows.

Maupiti Island
The picturesque lagoon island of Maupiti in the western end of the Society Islands is a mini version of Bora Bora.
At 11 sq. km it is about a third of the size of Bora, its highest peak of 380metres is about half as high as Bora and
its population of 1,271 is less than a quarter that of Bora. More importantly for tourism though, is that there are
just a handful of guesthouses on the islands, no resorts and no organized tours. For some, this is paradise.

The main island of Maupiti in the centre of the lagoon takes about two hours to walk around. The island is
dominated by the 250metre high Mt. Hotu Paraoa at the southern tip of the island which tumbles dramatically into
the sea. Along the eastern side of the mountain is the twin settlement of Vaiea and Farauru where the majority of
Maupiti's inhabitants live. At the northern end of the island are some interesting petroglyphs carved into rock and
further along the east coast are the remains of ancient marae. The western point of Maupitui has the delightful
Tereia Beach. Several families here offer rooms for rent.

The best snorkelling in Maupiti is around Onoiau Pass the only boat access to Maupiti sandwiched between Tiapaa
and Pitiahe. Tiapaa has lovely beaches surrounding the island - it takes about an 40 minutes to circumnavigate the
island. There are two guesthouses here, the delightful hand crafted traditional bungalows at Pension Kuiri and the
standard A-frame bungalows of Pension Papahani. The island is home to several fishermen who can organize boat
trips, fishing excursions or snorkelling trips at will.

On the north side of Maupiti, close to the airport, is tiny Motu Paeao. The island has been fully excavated by
archaeologists who found some of the oldest clues of Polynesian civilisation here. Chez Janinne offers six A-frame
bungalows and there's also good snorkelling in the passages either side of the island.

Tuamotu Group
The vast expanse of the Tuamotu Islands has a collection of 76 small islands and fringing atolls. The closest of
these lie some 350km from Papeete or an 90-minute flight. The turquoise lagoons and white sandy beaches are
some of the best in the South Pacific. Several of these island groups have luxury resorts and hotels and small
pension guesthouses and along with Pearl farming, is the groups major source of income. Scuba diving is
exceptional and the romance of being lost amongst remote islands draws the honeymoon market.

Rangiroa Atoll is the closest atoll to Tahiti and the most developed island for tourism. It is also the second largest
atoll in the world with a lagoon in its centre measuring 75km across and 25km wide. Surrounding this lagoon are
over 200 tiny islands, stretching for 200km around the lagoon, most no more than 300 metres wide but often ten
kilometres long, Few places rise above 10 metres from sea level making the threat of cyclones or, worse still,
tsunamis, a real worry for its 2000 inhabitants. The largest island is Faurumai on the northern side of the atoll,
with the airport and largest village of Avatora on the neighbouring island and the administrative centre of Tiputa a
little further east. Here you're find small shops, a post office and lots of village life. The 60-bungalow Kia Ora
Village Hotel is located close to the airport and there are lots of small pension guesthouses this side including Fare
Tiki Hoa and Pension Tuanake. From the airport, it's an hour boat journey across the centre of the lagoon to the
delightful private island of Kia Ora Sauvage Resort. It's another hour by boat to the far eastern tip of Rangiroa
where the unusual pink sands of Les Sables Roses are found. Diving in Rangiroa is world famous although
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restricted mostly to three passes on the north side of the atoll where rich currents wash through attracting a
massive amount of marine life including huge congregations of sharks.

Tikehau Atoll, Rangiroa's smaller neighbour, is the second most westerly of the Tuamotu Group. Here you'll find
fantastic diving and lots of nesting sea birds on its uninhabited motu, as well as the fabulous Tikehau Pearl Resort.
About 150km to the north east of Rangiroa is Manihi Pearl Resort, another popular luxury retreat for
honeymooners and divers. Manihi is famous for its black pearls which are farmed extensively in the lagoon and the
tiny huts on stilts that are scattered around the lagoon can be visited on day tours.

About 250km south west of Rangiroa or 450km north of Tahiti is Fakarava Atoll, the second largest atoll in the
group and with a flourishing tourism industry. The airstrip is located on the north eastern side of the atoll, close to
Rotoava Village which has 500 inhabitants, mostly fishermen. The delightful Le Maitai Fakarava Resort is found
here with several small guesthouses including Pension Havaiki located in a pretty beach. Snorkelling in the lagoon
is excellent and there are several dive companies offering courses and dive excursions to the outer reef passages.

From Fakarava, the atolls of the Tuamotu Group became more spaced out, extending 800km to the west and
1000km to the south. Further south still is the remote Gambier Group. This small collection of mountainous islands
is infrequently visited and is a stronghold for subsistence Catholic fishing villages. A few guesthouses offer a
unique insight into this traditional lifestyle.

Marquesas Group
The unusual Marquesas Islands to the north of Tuamotu are unique in that there is no reef. The volcanic islands
just pop out from the deep ocean and the bays and cliffs make this one of the most scenic regions to visit. The
islands support a number of small traditional villages which retain a rich culture. The Marquesas are renowned for
its dancers, wood carvers and tattooists. The two largest islands, Nuku Hiva and Hiva Oa have a small variety of
accommodation from luxury resorts to guesthouses.

Austral Group
The remote Austral Islands are in the far south of Tahiti. The climate here is much cooler and in some parts coral
struggles to grow. The Austral Islands is a productive farming centre and the women are the finest weavers in
Tahiti. The five islands are all some distance from each other making remoteness even more extreme. They are
large mountainous islands with mostly rugged coasts, a few wild beaches and impressive ancient fortresses.
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